Pairs of Birds

by Don Winter, Maitland, FL

It seems that more than any other animal, birds are kept most often in pairs. As a result, it is common to see birds advertised in pairs. A pair means exactly two birds. A bonded pair means exactly two birds, and a proven pair means exactly two birds.

When it comes to pet birds, though, the rule seems to be one bird. The theory is that the bird will bond to you as the second bird. Granted, I will concede there is evidence that some birds will “imprint” on a human but I am not sold on the fact that the bird actually views the human as another bird. I just do not think the bird is that dumb.

Wild birds have been often easily tamed; and not just parrots. All my pet birds have mates. I have about 12 pairs of pet birds that can be handled with ease. Some are paired with wild caught birds and some are even paired with a different species. There are exceptions, but I can cuddle nearly every bird I have cultivated as a paired pet. In addition, I can interact with about half of my breeding pairs without getting nipped.

My point is that I think even pet birds should be kept in pairs. It is only fair to admit that my experience covers only conures, lories, small macaws, a Goffin’s Cockatoo, and a pair of Eclectus. I am guessing that Greys and Amazons would be among the trickier pets to keep as pairs but if I owned any, I would try to keep them in pairs also.

Managing a flock of pets is time consuming. Even paired birds must be played with at every opportunity, just as you would play with a single bird. You must be aware of their moods and constantly watch opportunities to befriend them.

The advantage of pairing pets is better adjusted birds. They have company when you are not around. Mine pluck less. They are more likely to eat a variety food, since they mimic each other. They can even teach each other to talk. I am pleased with the results. You may want to try this.

Good luck.
The Economics of Avian Medical Care

by Don Winter, Maitland, Fl.

Medical care for your birds is expensive. This article is going to try to convince you to spend even more on medical care. Two basic subjects will be covered here; choosing an avian vet, and setting up a health insurance plan for your bird flock.

Granted, you may not live in an ideal area for choosing an avian vet; but, let's assume you have a plan and a willingness to drive an inconvenient distance if the benefits warrant. In other words, I might set up a routine whereby a local vet is used for routine procedures and another for more complicated problems. I would try to resist the urge to switch vets back and forth for a specific bird. And, vets are human. It would probably not be wise to let either vet realize you were using some kind of "grading system." Luckily, my vet of choice is nearby.

You want a multiple avian vet practice that charges enough money to do the job right. Usually a vet with a reputation for being expensive is actually the vet you want to use. I want his profit picture to be substantial so that he will have the inventory of supplies I need at a moment's notice; and be willing to buy that fancy new equipment, like a laser. Hopefully, your vet also attends AAV meetings MARE and/or AFA conventions.

Once, you have your vet selected and have developed a relationship, outline your overall financial philosophy so that neither of you will be unpleasantly surprised. I did not start out this way but, I did sit down with my vet and explain to him that each bird, regardless of value, would treated on a cost-no-object basis. If the bird was in a great deal of pain, and the likelihood of correcting the problem a long-shot then, rather than put it through the ordeal of treatment, we would put it to sleep. However, economics would not be the decision maker. This discussion minimizes miscommunication. I know that nothing will be omitted because I failed to request it for the bird. I won't have to reevaluate my values each time a decision involving money arises. I know that each time I am faced with a large vet bill there is no guarantee that I will not have another right away. That is life and there is no reason to cry over it.

Now, on to my medical plan. First it doesn't quite work out for two or three birds; but for, say, five or more I am betting it does. If I add up all my vet bills for a given year, and divide the total by the number of birds I own and divide once more by the 12 months in a year, it comes out that I pay about $2 - $3 per bird per month for a self-funded health plan that allows me this cost-no-object philosophy. I think that is very fair and an inconsequential amount of money, given the fact that I elected to take on the responsibility of so many birds. Recently, I spent $300 on tests for a Nanday Conure and nothing turned up. The bird still shows suspect symptoms which may simply be behavior. I refuse to re-analyze the decision. The money was well spent. I may have to do the same thing again for a Sun Conure. I am fully convinced, I own a lot of birds that would otherwise be dead.

I know people are sensitive about money. They are guarded about spending it foolishly and getting nothing in return. But, that is reality. Cars depreciate. Your electricity is long gone when you pay the bill. And on and on...

It is not money spent foolishly just because the results are not positive. It is life. This is not a lecture about maintaining your overall finances. Only you can decide how big a flock you can manage economically and how well you want to maintain their health.

Magnolia Bird Farm

We Buy Birds
We Sell Birds

Complete Bird Supplies

8990 Cerritos Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92804
(714) 527-3387
(closed for vacation, first 2 weeks of July)
12200 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
(909) 278-0878
(closed for vacation, first 2 weeks of August)
OPEN 9 TO 5 DAILY
Closed Sun., Mon. & holidays

Our 66th Bird Mart
EVERYBODY'S BIRD MART
March 19, 2000
L.A. County Fairplex, Bldg. #4
Pomona, California
9:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Admission $5.00
Kids under 12 free

The Pomona Bird Mart has become the marketplace for buyers and sellers.

BIRDS•CAGES•FEEDERS•NEST BOXES•VITAMINS
SEED•PERCHES•GIFT ITEMS
parking $4.00
Use White Ave. parking lot
(Trom service from parking lot to building G)

Everybody's Bird Mart
P.O. Box 1465, Thousand Oaks, CA 91358
(805) 494-1499
The Orginal, The #1 Bird Mart
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